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Program Outline and Resources
Bringing together the best in practical and positive psychology, and effective teaching 
and learning processes. 

A whole school approach where;
•	 Children are taught the skills and mindsets to thrive in the 21st century…(emotional 

intelligence, resilience, self esteem and problem solving skills.)
•	 You intentionally create a happy and mentally healthy environment for learning.
•	 Teachers, children and parents are supported, and work together.
•	 Happier children are engaged and achieving at optimal levels.
•	 Everyone is empowered to take responsibility and be accountable for themselves.
•	 You use a simple framework containing fun and colourful resources.
•	 Problem behaviours are greatly reduced and children learn to get what they need in more 

effective ways.
•	 A developmental and integrated program is used across all grade levels and complies with 

Australian SEL curriculum requirements. 

The Get Happier School
Committed to the genuine empowerment of the whole school community

A comprehensive social and emotional learning program

The use of the metaphors and activities in this 
programme to teach powerful life changing 

concepts to primary aged students is stunning. The 
comprehensive scaffolding for teachers and the 

instant appeal for students is more than I had hoped 
for.  I’m thoroughly impressed.

Maine Curtis
Principal, Waitohu Primary School

New Zealand

We do explicit teaching of the lessons but we weave 
it through the culture of our classroom. Everything 

is linked back to the Get Happier strategies

I really recommend the program, it’s brilliant

Thanks Ivan.

Andrea
Kinder Teacher  

Moama Anglican Grammar School

You have presented the concepts with such clarity, approachability and fun and with such high quality 
resources, that there is an implicit message in the program - this information is important and has real 

value in helping people build happy and satisfying lives.

Gerard O’Brien
Student Services team, Peregian Springs SS and Sunshine Beach SS, Qld

Get HapPieRGet HapPieR 
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The Get Happier School 
Quick Guide

Ready, Set, Go!  
Recommended for Grade Prep & One Resources

Students use the Ready, Set, Go! Story Books and Posters to 
learn about feelings and how to get along with each other. The 
learnings are consolidated through games and fun activities. 

Teachers acquire a deeper understanding of behaviour and are 
able to create a great learning environment.

• Ready, Set, Go! Story  Books (Digital)

• The Get Happier Toolbox Card set

• Comprehensive Ready, Set, Go! Teacher 
Guide

• The Get Happier Toolbox 20 Feelings Cards 
Powerpoint Slides 

• Posters and Colouring Pages

Life’s an Adventure  
Recommended for Grade Two & Three Resources

Teacher reads The Amazing Adventures of Doug Dragster to 
their students. The novel has three books. Grade 2 use Book 
One and Grade 3 use Book Two and Three. The teacher leads 
the discussion as students complete the activities in their My 
Get Happier Travel Journal. 

Students write, draw, create constructions and play games.

• The Amazing Adventures of Doug Dragster 
story book 

• My Get Happier Travel Journal  
(students journal)

• The Get Happier Toolbox card set

• Comprehensive Life’s an Adventure 
Teacher Guide for 71 lessons

• Posters

The Magic in Life 
Recommended for Grade Four & Five Resources

Students complete activities in Doug Dragster’s Magic Book 
to build their understanding of behaviour and further develop 
social & emotional skills.

• Doug Dragster’s Magic Book  (students 
journal) 

• Comprehensive The Magic in Life Teacher 
Guide (43 lessons including additional games 
and activities) 

• The Get Happier Toolbox card set

• Posters

Get Happier in Action 
Recommended for Grade Six Resources

Students work in teams to create projects to increase happiness 
in the school and community. They use their acquired 
knowledge and apply it to different projects and learn the skills 
of leadership and project management.

• Get Happier In Action Project Book (students 
journal)

• Comprehensive Get Happier in Action 
Teacher Guide

• Posters

For all parents in the school Personal copy of Happy Parenting: Raising 
Positive and Empowered Kids

For teachers & schools One or two day training for all staff

Get HapPieRGet HapPieR 
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The Get Happier School Program
Why it Will Work for Your School   

1. Deliberately creating a culture and community of happiness and wellbeing in a school is 
the most powerful way to address issues of mental ill health, disengagement, bullying and 
poor academic performance.

2. Every human being has a built-in desire to get happier and get the best out of life. This 
internal motivation ensures deep engagement by everyone in the Get Happier School. It 
provides clear rationale and logic to help make the most effective choices.

3. A framework for mental health, happiness and wellbeing can and should be taught to all 
children as part of the curriculum.

4. Having an explicit, simple framework or mental model to understand the idea of happiness 
and how to maximize it in your life, is essential to wellbeing and mental health.

5. A wholistic and relevant framework for wellbeing enables anyone to quickly recognize which 
aspect of behaviour they can change, and how to do it.

6. The Get Happier School framework provides strategies and problem solving processes,  but 
also provides the freedom for each person to apply it creatively in their own unique life 
space. 

7. We learn best through fun, stories, self-reflection, questioning, engagement and practice.

8. Prevention is better than cure. Being proactive by teaching this framework before puberty 
sets children up with the resources to build well-being, self esteem, responsibility and 
mental health. Children learn to value themselves and to discover their own unique gifts.

9. Developmental and sequential learning using the established principles of effective learning, 
ensures highly effective learning outcomes.

10. In a complex and rapidly changing world, young people do not require ‘quick fix’ solutions, 
but practical, evidence-based and sustainable processes to build confidence, resilience, 
great relationships and problem solving skills.

11. Everyone in the school community is involved in empowering students, including teachers 
and parents.

12. To significantly reduce the incidence of family violence, suicide, drug abuse and road trauma, 
we need to teach children in our schools the science and skills for managing feelings, 
improving wellbeing and getting happier.
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Ready, Set, Go! 
Prep and Grade 1 

(Ages 4 to 6)

This introductory early learning program contains activities, games, wall 
charts and digital story books. The only hard copy resource is The Get 
Happier Toolbox.

Children learn the guidelines and language for working together co-
operatively, and how to recognise and begin to self regulate feelings 
constructively.

The program introduces the Dragster family, who will guide the students 
through social and emotional learning during the primary school years.

Along with the Teacher Guide, the resources used by the children are;

• The Get Happier Toolbox

• Ready, Set, Go! Story Books - Powerpoint Slides

• Open Road Posters for Working Together  
and Beginning the School Year

• My Open Road Colouring Pages 

 
SID

Teacher Guide 

By Ivan Honey& Stacey HoneyEdited by Nancy Herrick

BESTSELLING

ReadY, SeT,ReadY, SeT,
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I like how we are all different

I like myself

I am special

I am important

My classmates are special 

and important too

ACCEPTING
ROAD

ToolboXToolboXGet HapPieRGet HapPieR 

Unpack your toolbox and discover the 

Social and Emotional life skills for success. 

DOUG DRAGSTER ’S

By Ivan Honey 
& Rebekah Honey
Design by Jacqui Lynch
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Ready, Set, Go! Resources
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Prep and Grade 1 Part ThreeGames And Activities
To reinforce learnings and to extend and emotional awareness, there are a number of games that can 

be used in small groups and in the larger classroom. The games are a fun and informal way to learn. 

They can be used at any time that is convenient, or as an informal break between formal learning. As 

well as having fun and a short break, children are reinforcing their understand of feelings.

Learning About Feelings

Activity 1: Talking about feelings using visual cues. As the children become familiar with the Dragster family, you can use the digital images from the 4 

wheels to get happier cards to visualise feelings. 
Introduce one 4 Wheels 2 Get Happier Card or digital image. The you may ask:

“Who is the main character in this card?”“What do you think is happening here?”“What do you think this Dragster is feeling?”If there are other dragsters, what do you think they are feeling?“Do you ever feel this way?”
“Do you want to talk about it?”
“What could you do to change the unhappy feeling?

Activity 2: Identifying and naming feelings. Talk about the Dragster and the situation depicted on the one of the 4 Wheels 2 Get Happier Cards. 
• If there is more than one character on the card, you might ask the children to consider how 

those characters may be feeling, what they are thinking or how they view the situation. 
• Ask “What clues in the picture show you how the Dragster feels?” If you are not sure, look at 

the eyes and the mouth.
• Write down all the feelings brainstormed by the children for that card, and if necessary suggest 

some other feelings. 
• Ask the children to vote (hands up) for the feeling/s they want that Dragster to represent. 
• Write up the word for the feeling on the board. You could write up lists of feelings on a chart. 

You may also attach the feeling word to the card or the corresponding Dragster sticker.

Teacher Guide: Ready, Set, Go! 
Comprehensive Teacher Guide

Easy, step by step guide to implementing the program in your classroom or group. The Teacher Guide 
contains: 

•	 Introduction to the Get Happier School Project 

•	 Lesson plans for the Open Roads Posters for Working Together  
and Beginning Your School Year 

•	 Lesson plans to accompany the Ready, Set, Go! digital stories.

•	 Games, Activities and Problem Solving With the Dragsters

•	 Mindfulness Games

The Get Happier Toolbox
The Get Happier Toolbox is a dynamic card set that is designed to help everyone discover and apply the 
skills for living a happy and successful life. It can be used as a practical, fun and visual method to teach 
emotional Intelligence, understand feelings, develop empathy, improve self-esteem, learn problem 
solving skills and to learn how to make and keep better relationships. 

Children use the cards to play games, tell stories and problem solve.

ToolboXToolboX
Get HapPieRGet HapPieR 

Unpack your toolbox and discover the 
Social and Emotional life skills for success. 

DOUG DRAGSTER ’S

By Ivan Honey 
& Rebekah Honey
Design by Jacqui Lynch
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Open Roads for Working Together 
Lesson Plans

#1 ACCEPTING:  Teach this lesson after reading the Ready Set Go! Book, Doug Dragster’s New Friends.  Then ask, Who Is the dragster on this poster? And tell me about her.

#1 ACCEPTING

I like how we are all different
Ask: How are we all different?  (size, eye colour, hair, enjoys lego, enjoys running etc)Ask: How are we the same? (2 arms, 2 legs)
Activity: Ask the children to form a line from the tallest to the shortest or to find other children with 
blue eyes/brown eyes.
Ask: What is great about being your height?
Help out with ideas eg. I can see further. I can get into small spaces. It makes no real difference!Activity: Display some of the images from the Get Happier Toolbox of several different dragsters. In 
the group, share ideas about how the dragsters are different and how they are the same.

I like myself
Activity: Go around the group of children and ask each child what they like about themselves. Make 
a list,  I like this about myself ……. or ask them to draw a self-portrait.

I am special
Activity: Ask each child to share something they like to do at home.I am special because ……

• There is no one in the world just the same as me.• I have …… colour/ straight/ curly / long or short hair.• I like to wear  ……. shorts, hats, gloves, loose/ bright/soft clothes, slippers, etc.• I like to ……….   laugh a lot, read, dance, whistle, sing, walk, run, skip, ride my bike, help my 
mum, help my dad, go on holidays, visit my grandparents, have someone read to me, go 
shopping, play football ……

I am important
Activity: Under a self-portrait write, ‘I am important’. 

ACCEPTING
ROAD

12
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Prep and Grade 1 Part One

Open Roads for Working Together Posters 

for Beginning the School Year 

These posters teach effective, positive guidelines for relationships and learning. They teach the language 

of self-esteem and a growth mindset.

They are also designed to teach children the expectations of a co-operative and happy classroom.

They are displayed with the Round-about Poster after all the 

Open Road Posters have been taught.

The children then have a framework for identifying a happier 

road for them to travel on.

When establishing classroom rules and guidelines, introduce 

the children to the Open Roads for Working Together. These 

are Accepting, Negotiating, Listening, Encouraging, Trusting, 

Respecting and Supporting. 

The Open Roads for Working Together posters are introduced during the first term at school, and then 

displayed prominently in the classroom. Each lesson may be spread over several sessions.

The children begin to learn the meaning of each word through the simple behavioral descriptions.  

Each open road can be reinforced regularly by noting when children are travelling on an open road. 

They can be used individually with children who are having behavioral problems to help them identify 

behaviours that will help them become happier. 

Before beginning the lesson for each Open Road complete a brainstorm with the students about what 

they think that word means and how it would relate to the classroom.  See the example below.

Then complete the following activities for each Open Road, and ask the children to colour and paste 

each Open Road poster into a work book. The lesson plans outline a fun and effective process for 

introducing each Open Road Poster. You can adapt it to the needs of your group.

OPEN ROADS
SUPPORTING

RESPECTING

LISTENING

ENCOURAGING

ACCEPTING

NEGOTIATING

TRUSTING
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OPEN ROADS

LISTENING ROAD

•	Listen to the teacher 

•	Pay Attention

•	Listen to yourself

•	Listen to your friends
•	Listen to the person speaking

•	People will listen to what I have to say

SID

Teacher Guide 

By Ivan Honey
& Stacey Honey

Edited by Nancy Herrick
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GO!GO!
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Ready, Set, Go! Resources

OPEN ROADS
SUPPORTING
RESPECTING
LISTENING
ENCOURAGING
ACCEPTING
NEGOTIATING
TRUSTING
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I like myself

I am special

I am important

My classmates are special 
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I listen to the teacher 

I listen to myself

I listen to my friends

My teacher and my 

friends listen to me

LISTENING ROAD

LISTENING
ROAD

Open Road Posters for Working Together  
and Beginning the School Year 

These fabulous posters are the basis for effectively working together, and are introduced at the 
beginning of each school year.  This resource is available to print.

My Open Road Colouring Pages 
At the conclusion of each Open 
Road lesson, the children are given 
a colouring page of the poster to 
decorate for themselves with colour, 
sparkle or mixed media. These are also 
designed to develop literacy skills. This 
resource is available to print.

Ready, Set, Go! Story Books - Powerpoint Slides
Digital Story Books designed to be used with a class group. The story books introduce children to 
the Dragster family and their friends. The themes of ‘family’ and ‘getting along together’ provide an 
introduction to school and its expectations for learning. It creates a natural transition from home to 
school as children talk about family, friends and relationships.

Author: Ivan Honey
Illustrator: Jacqui Lynch

FeeLsFeeLs
NervouSNervouS
DougDoug

Engines need to keep cool to be 

able to run smoothly. Sid drinks 

plenty of water to stop his engine 

from overheating. 

5

One day Doug, Sid and Daisy saw that Sam was in trouble.  A 
bigger Dragster had just pushed Sam off the road.  Sam’s tyres 
were flat and his paint was scratched. He was stuck and scared.  
‘Look!’ said Daisy, ‘Sam is in danger. We must go and help him.’ 

SAM

MORRIS

4

We can work out problems 
together

I can work it out We take turnsWe work in teams

NEGOTIATINGROAD

Get HapPieR
Get HapPieR 
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DOUG

MINI

I keep getting bettter 

every day

I try my best

I help people

I encourage my friends to 

try their best

ENCOURAGING
ROAD

Get HapPieRGet HapPieR 
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I am honest

I trust myself

I trust my brain 

I can do it!

TRUSTING ROAD

TRUSTING
ROAD
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Life’s an Adventure  
Grades 2 and 3 

(Ages 7 and 8)

This Grade 2-3 social and emotional learning program uses the storybook, 
The Amazing Adventures of Doug Dragster and The Get Happier Travel 
Journal. The program includes stories, fun, games and activities, discussion, 
reflection, writing, art, construction and reading.

Along with the Teacher Guide of 71 sessions, the three hard copy resources 
used by the children over the two years are;

1.  My Get Happier Travel Journal
 (One copy required per student over two years)

2. The Amazing Adventures of Doug Dragster Story & Audio book.

3. The Get Happier Toolbox

Included in the package are the following resources to Print 

• 4 Wheels Posters

• Open Road Posters for Working Together

The Lesson Guides provide comprehensive activities which are spread over 
the two years.  Lessons can be adapted for shorter or longer sessions of 30 
to 60 minutes.

Illustrated by Mat Jones

IVAN HONEY

The Amazing Adventures of

©
Ivan Honey &

 Associates Pty Ltd. 2017. DO
UG

 DRAG
STER™

www.gethappier.net
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I 
like 

myself!

ACCEPTING
ROAD

 I am unique and special. I accept others and appreciate  
their differences. 
I learn from my mistakes.I am great just as I am!

ACCEPTING
ROAD

I will write down all the things  I like about myself.

Affirmations

Plan for getting on the Open Road 

ToolboXToolboXGet HapPieRGet HapPieR 

Unpack your toolbox and discover the 

Social and Emotional life skills for success. 

DOUG DRAGSTER ’S

By Ivan Honey 
& Rebekah Honey
Design by Jacqui Lynch

BEST
SELLING

DOUG
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Life’s an Adventure Resources

The Amazing Adventures of Doug Dragster
This book is the foundational resource of the entire Get Happier Project. This illustrated chapter book 
follows the adventures of Doug and his friends as they navigate some of life’s most difficult choices and 
discover the secrets to ‘Get Happier’. Within the novel, you will find three stories in one book!

The audiobook is delivered chapter by chapter and narrated by the author 
Ivan Honey. The mp3 download audiobook can be used as a read along 
book or as a listening and comprehension exercise.

The Get Happier Toolbox
The Get Happier Toolbox is a dynamic card set that is designed to help everyone discover and apply the 
skills for living a happy and successful life. It can be used as a practical, fun and visual method to teach 
emotional Intelligence, understand feelings, develop empathy, improve self-esteem, learn problem 
solving skills and to learn how to make and keep better relationships. 

For the Grade 2/3 Program the Toolbox contains useful card sets such as the 4 Wheels 2 Get Happier 
cards and the Open and Dead End Roads cards. The 4 Wheels to Get Happier Cards take us into the 
world of the Dragsters, helping us to project our feelings and thoughts safely onto the dramatic visual 
images. The cards are built into the lesson plans. The Open and Dead End Roads cards are perfect for 
Grade 3 of this program. Again, they are a fun way to teach and they also create a simple visual system 
that can be used to teach both relationship and self-esteem building skills. 

There is a comprehensive instruction book in the toolbox, 
including lots of strategies, games and ideas.

Illustrated by Mat Jones
IVAN HONEY

The Amazing Adventures of

ToolboXToolboXGet HapPieRGet HapPieR 

Unpack your toolbox and discover the 

Social and Emotional life skills for success. 

DOUG DRAGSTER ’S

By Ivan Honey 
& Rebekah Honey
Design by Jacqui Lynch
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I tune 
into 

myself and 
others

LISTENING
ROAD

6
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OPEN ROADS
SUPPORTING
RESPECTING
LISTENING
ENCOURAGING
ACCEPTING
NEGOTIATING
TRUSTING

CRITICISING
NAGGING
PUNISHING
COMPLAINING
BRIBING
BLAMING
THREATENING

DEAD END ROADS

!

Do you 
want to feel great and 

get along better with others?
Flip this card, then drive to 
The Roundabout (card 2) 

or get some roadside assistance at 
Dragster First Aid (card 3) 

DOUG DRAGSTER™ ©Ivan Honey & Associates Pty Ltd (2015)

START WITH THIS CARD

1
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Life’s an Adventure Resources

My Get Happier Travel Journal
The My Get Happier Travel Journal is a personal journal for each child to write, draw, colour in and 
record their learnings. Each page links with a chapter in The Amazing Adventures of Doug Dragster, and 
promotes discussion and understanding of essential social and emotional skills for well being. 

Teacher Guide to the My Get Happier Travel Journal
Comprehensive teacher guide with 71 lesson plans providing easy, step by step instructions to 
implement the program in your home, classroom or group. The Teacher Guide contains: 

•	 Introduction to the Get Happier School Project 

•	 Lesson plans for The Amazing Adventures of Doug Dragster 

•	 Games and Activities 

•	 Mindfulness Games and Exercises

 
 

Resources to Print 
OPEN ROADS

SUPPORTING
RESPECTING
LISTENING
ENCOURAGING
ACCEPTING
NEGOTIATING
TRUSTING
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In our 
classroom we 
travel on the 

OPEN ROADS

Meet the stars of the book
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Nightmare on Doug’s street

When Doug tried to  
overtake Sid, what do 
you think was the most  
important thing to him?

How would you feel if you were trying 
to have fun and you hurt your friend?

What is something you really love todo, but  sometimes gets you into trouble?

7
©Ivan Honey and Associates Pty Ltd 2015

DOUG DRAGSTER ™

2

Think 

BEFORE 

YOU ACT!

The phone call

listen to others but trust yourself. Know 
that you will be able to work it out.

Can you think of a
time when you had
to choose between
two important things?

What was the choice you 
made? 

What was the result of that choice? Would you do something different next time?   

37
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Grade 2:  Lesson Plans 1 & 2

Doug Dragster Finds His Wheels

(The first 2 lessons involve the teacher reading:  

Book One: Doug Dragster Finds His Wheels to the class)

Topic Doug Dragster Finds His Wheels

Materials
• The Amazing Adventures of Doug Dragster (book or 

audiobook)

• Teacher Guide to My Get Happier Travel Journal

• My Get Happier Travel Journal (students journal)

Connection • For Lesson 1 & 2: Ask class what happened in the story so far

Explicit instruction • Ask the class to sit in a circle (if possible).

• Lesson 1: Say: Welcome to the world of Doug Dragster. We are 

going to read some fun and exciting stories that will help us 

discover and apply the skills for living a happier life.

• Lesson 2: Say: We are going to read more of Doug Dragster 

and his adventures today

• Begin to read or play the Audio book ‘Doug Dragster Finds His 

Wheels’. This may take between 1 and 2 lessons depending on 

the students and their level of ability. 

Guided practice At the end of each of these lessons facilitate a discussion of what 

happened with the class. This will help to engage them in the story and 

will aid their comprehension and understanding.

Ask the class the following questions:

• Who is the main character? 

• Who are some of the other characters?

• What do you think is going to happen?

• What do you like about the story? 

• What is different about this story? (for example, it involves cars 

that speak)

GRADE 2 LESSON PLANS 1-35
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Learners Permit Quiz
 

What colour is Doug when he is angry?

a. Blue

b. Yellow

c. Red

Who is Doug’s best friend?
a. Larry Limo

b. Sid Sideswiper

c. Chris Cruiser

 

What is the difference between the back and the front wheels?
a. The back wheels are bigger

b. The back wheels are the Feelings and Body wheels

c. The back wheels are the Thoughts and Action wheels

83
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Get HapPieRGet HapPieR 
ProjecTProjecT

DOUG DRAGSTER’S®

DOUG

I have learnt about the engine and the needs that drive us. I know the magic questions to work out problems..

Teacher ....................................

AUTHORISED BY

M
INISTRY OF CARS

• 4 Wheels Posters

• Open Road Posters for Working Together 

These fabulous posters are the basis for effectively working together, 
and are introduced at the beginning of each school year.
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The Magic in Life  
Grades 4 and 5 

(Ages 9 and 10)

This program is a continuation and consolidation of the Grade 2-3 social and 
emotional learning program using the storybook, The Amazing Adventures 
of Doug Dragster and The Get Happier Travel Journal. The program uses 
cartoons, stories, fun, games and activities, discussion, reflection, writing, 
art, construction and reading.

Along with the Teacher Guide of 43 sessions, the three hard copy resources 
used by the children over the two years are;

1. Doug Dragsters Magic Book  
(One copy required per student)

2. The Amazing Adventures of Doug Dragster story & audio book.

3. The Get Happier Toolbox

The Lesson Guides provide comprehensive activities which are spread over 
the two years. 

Included in the package are the following resources to print:

• Classroom Poster Package:  26 posters to transform your room into a 
‘Get Happier Classroom’! 

• Nametags

• Your Keys to Get Happier

• Road Map Plan

• Certificates

BookMagicMagic

Designed by Jacqui Lynch

IVAN HONEY & REBEKAH RUSSELL

A companion 

activity book to 

The Amazing 

Adventures of 

Doug Dragster.

ToolboXToolboXGet HapPieRGet HapPieR 

Unpack your toolbox and discover the 

Social and Emotional life skills for success. 

DOUG DRAGSTER ’S

By Ivan Honey 
& Rebekah Honey
Design by Jacqui Lynch

BEST
SELLING

DOUG

www.get happier.com

©Ivan Honey & Associates Pty Ltd. 2014. DOUG DRAGSTERTM

Get HapPieRGet HapPieR 
ProjecT
ProjecT

DOUG

TheThe

I get what I want by saying the same thing 
over and over and over and 
over! I talk all the time!

I nag at myself when I don’t 
get things right.

Instead of nagging, I will explain how working 
together will help. I will stop stressing, 

gossiping and placing pressure on others.  
I will listen more. 

NAGGING
ROAD

!

Plan for getting off the Dead End Road 

Affirmations

NAGGING DRIVE DEAD
END
ROAD

I’ve 
told you 
a million 
times!

Nag, 
nag, nag, gossip, whisper, gossip!

!
!

!

!

NAGGING
ROAD

©
Ivan Honey &

 Associates Pty Ltd. 2017. DO
U

G
 DRAG

STER™ www.gethappier.net

Get HapPieRGet HapPieR 
ProjecTProjecT
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The Magic in Life Resources

Doug Dragster’s Magic BookTM

A companion book to The Amazing Adventures of Doug Dragster, Doug Dragster’s Magic Book is 
specifically designed to build on the learning gained from the stories. Packed with comics, more stories, 
activities and fun. 

The Amazing Adventures of Doug Dragster Story & Audio Book
This book is the foundational resource of the entire Get Happier Project. Each 
chapter of Doug Dragster’s Magic Book has a link back to part of this story. 
Links between Doug Dragster’s Magic Book and The Amazing Adventures of 
Doug Dragster are show by an image of a gear shift with the chapter and page 
reference inside. This illustrated chapter book follows the adventures of Doug 
and his friends as they navigate some of life’s most difficult choices and discover 
the secrets to ‘Get Happier’. 

The Get Happier Toolbox
This is a resource that is included in the program. You and your students will use it every day to solve 
problems, maximize outcomes and understand and manage behaviour. It includes an instruction book 
and many ideas for use that will be enlightening and fun in your class. 

BookMagicMagic

Designed by Jacqui LynchIVAN HONEY & REBEKAH RUSSELL

A companion 

activity book to 

The Amazing 

Adventures of 

Doug Dragster.

HANDS OFF DOUG’S BOOKMARK

Protected by the Police!CAUTIONTHIS IS A SECRET WEAPON BE A STAR 
WHEN DRIVING 

YOUR CAR

DAISY

If found, please return to Daisy, 
care of the Dragster Track

SAFETY

SKILL

SPEED

Nice work, Doug.I like it. What do you think of my bookmark?

Hey, Daisy!  What about laminating your bookmark!  You can use it to mark where you are up to in this book. Check mine out right here.  I hope it keeps Colin away! Do you like it?

3
©Ivan Honey and Rebekah Russell 2012 

Doug Dragster Program

DO YOU WANT TO BE HAPPIER?   
DRIVE ON THE OPEN ROADS!   

AVOID THE DEAD END ROADS!

A MISERABLE AND ANGRY DOUG IN JAIL... DOUG BLAMES EVERYONE ELSE...

THEN DOUG BLAMES HIMSELF... DOUG DISCOVERS HE IS ON A DEAD END ROAD...

Sam 
made me 

race him on 
the highway. He 

should have been 
caught, not me!

OLDSMOBILE

It’s 
all Sam’s 
fault! It’s 

not fair! I hate 
Officer 

Oldsmobile! 

I must 
have been a 
total idiot to 

get tricked by 
Sam and the 

gang.

What 
does The 

Ministry of 
Cars say 
again?

Awww no!
I’m on Blaming 
Boulevard. I 

need the first 
aid for cars 
checklist. 

Well...
When you see that 

dead end coming up, the first 
thing to do is stop! Here’s 
how I did it when I was in 

jail!

I was so awful 
when I drove on the Dead End 

Roads that the gang pushed me off the 
cliff! Hey Dougie what do you do when 

you’re on a Dead End Road?

22
©Ivan Honey and Rebekah Russell 2012 Doug Dragster Program

THE CAR WORLD’S FAVOURITE NEWSPAPER
Saturday March 3, 2012 Sponsored by the car that knows all the best moves Johnny Jaguar $2.00 (GST INC) 

How I changed my wheels ...

SAM TELLS ALL 
“When I first met Doug Dragster, I was one of the unhappiest cars around”

Sam, the one-time leader of the Double Devil Dragster Gang has revealed to us the secrets of his amazing life-change and how he learnt to be happier. 
In our interview with Sam, we discovered that it was all about changing his front 

wheels. “My old wheels were really taking me nowhere,” Sam says. 
“I was always driving down the Dead End Roads and I was the one getting hurt.”

For the first time Sam has giv-en us the undercover story of how he changed his wheels.  Read what the wheels were saying when Sam was the leader of the Double Devil Dragster Gang. 

All your dreams will come true in the
City of Dreams

THIS FABULOUS NEWSPAPER PROUDLY BrOUGHT TO YOU BY THE CAR THAT KNOWS ALL THE BEST MOVES, JOHNNY JAGUAR.

BODY...
Too much 
energy.
Powerful and 
tense motor.
Loud exhaust.
Roaring 
engine.

FEELINGS...
Powerful.
Strong.
Angry. 
A bit worried.
Lonely.
Angry.
Desperate.

THINKING...
I’ve got to be 
in charge all 
the time. I am 
the boss. I can make other 
cars do what I 
want. I will hurt them. I have to be tough or the gang will crush me.

Be sure to grab next week’s edition of The Good Oil to read the final chapter of Sam’s story...

CITY OF DREAMS - UNPREDICTABLE 

WEATHER: SWAMP CITY - CONSTANT DRIZZLE TREASURE CITY - SUNNY 

ACTING...
Bullying
Bossing others
Driving on the 
Dead End 
Roads.
Hurting 
others.
Having 
tantrums.

The Good OiL

88-90

©Ivan Honey and Rebekah Russell 2012 

Doug Dragster Program 29

ToolboXToolboXGet HapPieRGet HapPieR 

Unpack your toolbox and discover the 

Social and Emotional life skills for success. 

DOUG DRAGSTER ’S

By Ivan Honey 
& Rebekah Honey
Design by Jacqui Lynch

BEST
SELLING

DOUG

It’s 
my fault!

It’s your 
fault!

BLAMING
ROAD

!
!

!

16

DOUG DRAGSTER™ ©Ivan Honey & Associates Pty Ltd (2015)

7

DOUG DRAGSTER™ ©Ivan Honey & Associates Pty Ltd (2015)

HONK!

HONK!

BEEP!
BEEP!

4

DOUG DRAGSTER™ ©Ivan Honey & Associates Pty Ltd (2015)
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Teacher Guide to Doug Dragster’s Magic Book
Comprehensive teacher guide with 43 lesson plans providing easy, step by step instructions to 
implement the program in your home, classroom or group. The Teacher Guide contains: 

•	 Introduction to the Get Happier School Project 

•	 43 Lesson plans 

•	 Games and Activities 

•	 Mindfulness Games and Activities

Digital resources for you to print:

Classroom Poster Package
The 26 posters in the Classroom Poster Package will transform your room into a ‘Get Happier Classroom’! 
These vibrant and easily recalled images from the story and sessions can be used to create a display as 
reminders or as problem solving tools in your classroom. 

34© Ivan Honey and Associates Pty Ltd 2017  DOUG DRAGSTER™

Activity:

The Good Oil  

How Sam Changed his Feelings

Turn to Page 29: 

Ask: The four students representing the wheels to remain on the 
chairs.

Ask: the students to ‘Change Gears’ and read ‘The Amazing 
Adventures of Doug Dragster’ pages 88 – 90 (Sam is the leader of 
the Double Devil Dragster Gang). 

Ask: The student allocated the Newspaper Reader role to read Page 
29 ‘The Good Oil Newspaper.’ The students on the chairs read the 
information in the boxes describing each wheel. 
Page 30. The student with the Newspaper Reader role reads Page 
30, ‘The Good Oil Newspaper’. Students on the chairs read the 
information in the boxes describing each wheel. 
Ask: For a volunteer to explain in his or her own words how Sam got 
back in control. 

Give the students 5-10 minutes to color in the pages in chapter 8 and 
enjoy reading the advertising in the newspaper. 

Lesson 8: Part Two

Activity:

Changing your 
Wheels   

How to Change your Feelings

Turn to Page 31:

Ask: The students to ‘Change Gears’ and read ‘The Amazing 
Adventures of Doug Dragster’ pages 6 – 8  (How Doug felt after the 
crash).

Read: The ’Your Turn’ instructions aloud to the class. Give an example 
of a time when you were scared or fearful. Pick out a car sticker that 
shows how you felt. Describe your Total Behaviour by drawing four 
wheels on the board and writing in them:

• How your body felt, (back wheels)

• Your feelings (back wheels),

• What you were thinking  (front wheels),
• What your actions were at the time (front wheels).

THINKING

ACTING FEELING

BODY

Th
e G

oo
d O

iL

51
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Lesson 13: Part One
Dragster 
Nametags

In this session, pass out the following nametags to selected students 
(Doug, Uncle D, Sam, Colin and Mini).

Introduction  Revision: 

Ask: for volunteers from the group to share what they did to improve 
their connections with others since the last session’s Road Map 
Plans. 

Ask: the volunteers how they felt. 
Point to the love spanner and 
Say: We feel better when we take responsibility to meet our needsTurn to Page 52: 

Ask: the allocated students to read the cartoon. Say: ‘Did you know that when we talk about power we are talking 
about Power Within.  Uncle D says ‘Real Power is about being in 
charge of your own life. When you help others and do something 
useful you feel good about yourself. It’s about sticking up for yourself, 
knowing your strengths and not putting others down.’Activity:

The Power Piston      

Understanding the Power Need
Turn to Page 51:
Read: the introduction and introduce the Power Piston (Need). Ask: the allocated student to read out Sam’s invitation. Ask: students to complete the ‘Your Turn’ Power Quiz individually, 

and share the answers with someone they don’t know very well. Ask: for volunteers to share their answers with the class. 

F R E E D O M

P O W E R

71
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Road Map Plan
Say: ‘This week find an opportunity to ask yourself or others the 

Magic Questions. Write down the questions on the Road Map Plan 

to take with you to remind you what the questions are. Try using 

‘Magic Writing’ or adding your own decorations to make it special’

Thought For The 

Week

Write and place the ‘Thought For The Week’ in a prominent place in 

the classroom. Some students might like to make a poster or display.

‘ I know the questions to ask myself when I 

don’t know what to do.

Keys To Your Car: 

Key Number 6

Congratulations: At the conclusion of the session hand out to each 

student ‘Key Number 6 – The Magic Questions. Congratulate the 

students on achieving the sixth car key. Keys can be laminated, 

pasted on cardboard with hole though the top to thread on a ‘giant 

key ring’. You could use curtain rings or carabiners to thread the keys 

on. 

I can work out my problems!

I think about what I am doing.   

I check if it is working.

I plan the best way  

to get what  

I want.

6

Magic Questions

COLIN

•	 You	are	in	control	of	your	life.

•	 You	know	that	nearly	all	you	do	is	your	
choice	and	you	are	responsible	for	what	
you	do.

•	 You	don’t	try	to	control	others,	or	allow	
others	to	control	you.

Life	is	magic	when	you	are	in	the	
Drivers	Seat

•	 You’re	having	fun

•	 You	know	you	have
	choices

•	 You	have	good	frie
nds	and	you	like	

yourself.

•	 You	improve	your	
skills	every	day.

•	 You	keep	safe,	wel
l	and	relaxed.

•	 You	keep	finding	w
ays	to	meet	your	

needs	without	stoppi
ng	others	from	

meeting	their	needs.

Life	is	magic	when	yo
ur	engine	is	well	tune

d...

Life	is	magic	when	you	control	the	Steering	Wheel

•	 You	know	you	can	change	how	
you	feel	by	choosing	effective	
thoughts	and	actions.	

•	 You	listen	to	your	body	and	
your	feelings	then	adjust	
your	thinking	and	actions.

Life	is	magic	knowing	how	your	four	wheels	work	together.

•	 You	know	we	all	see	the	world	

differently

•	 You	enjoy	learning	from	others

•	 You	keep	looking	for	new	ways	to	see	

the	world.

Life	is	magic	knowing	we	all	have	

different	windscreens...

•	 You	learn	from	your	mistakes.
•	 You	have	great	friendships	with	others.
•	 You	are	always	kind	to	yourself.
•	 You	accept,	work	it	out	peacefully,	trust,	listen,	encourage,	respect	and	support	yourself	and	others.

Life	is	magic	when	you	drive	on	the	Open	Roads.

•	 You	don’t	blame,	criticise,	complain,	

threaten,	bribe,	punish	or	nag.

Life	is	magic	when	you	avoid	the		

Dead	End	Roads.

•	 You	have	worked	out	what	you	want.•	 You	use	the	Magic	Questions.•	 You	keep	checking	on	what	you	really	
want.

OPEN ROADS

DEAD END ROADS

©Ivan Honey & Associates Pty Ltd. 2014. DOUG DRAGSTERTM
www.dougdragster.com

Doug’s Magic Manual 
 For A Magic Life!

www.dougdragster.com

©Ivan Honey & Associates Pty Ltd. Concepts by William Glasser. DOUG DRAGSTERTM

What do you want?

What are you doing?

Is w
hat you are 

doing WORKING?

What are your options?

What is y
our plan?
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I am my own best friend.

I am kind and patient with  
myself.

I work at being the best I can 
be and helpful to others.

SUPPORTING
ROAD

I will do something kind for myself, and 
something kind for another person.

Affirmations

Plan for getting on the Open Road 

I 
take care 
of myself 

SUPPORTING
ROAD

The Magic in Life Resources

I am in control of my life!When things seem hard I can work out how to get back in control. 
I don’t try to control  others or allow  

them to  
control me. 

3

Driver’s Seat
The Get Happier Project

ADVANCED DRIVING  
CERTIFICATE

has successfully completed 

Doug Dragster’s Magic Book
learnt 

The Get Happier Framework
and has the  

Keys to Get Happier
You now have the knowledge, skills and ability  

to get the very best out of your life

Get HapPieRGet HapPieR 
ProjecTProjecT

DOUG DRAGSTER’S®

DOUG

The Get Happier Project Teacher
Date:         /           /   

GIVE
WAY

AUTHORISED BY

M
INISTRY OF CAR

S

Nametags 

Your Keys to Get Happier

Road Map Plan

Certificates
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Get Happier in Action  
Grade 6 
(Ages 11+)

In this program, students work in teams to create projects to increase 
happiness within the school. They use their acquired knowledge from the 
previous programs and apply it to different projects and learn the skills of 
project management. 

This program follows the learning that the children have completed using 
Doug Dragster’s Magic Book, The Amazing Adventures of Doug Dragster 
storybook and The Get Happier Toolbox

The pre-condition to begin this program is that the class has completed the 
earlier programs as part of The Get Happier Schools Project.

Along with the Teacher Guide of 13 sessions, the digital resource used by 
the children is;

Get Happier in Action Student Project Book 
(One digital copy required per student) 

The Lesson Guides provide comprehensive activities which are spread over 
the year. 

Included in the package are the following resources to print:

• Open and Dead End Roads Posters

• Magic Questions Poster

• The Get Happier Project Framework

©Ivan Honey & Associates Pty Ltd. 2017. DOUG DRAGSTER™
www.gethappier.net

Get HapPieRGet HapPieR 
ProjecTProjecT

DOUG

TheThe

What do you want?

What are you doing?

Is what you are 

doing WORKING?

What are your options?

What is your plan?

Magic Questions
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Teacher Guide to the Get Happier in Action Student Project Book
Comprehensive Teacher Guide

Easy, step by step guide to implementing the program in your classroom or group. The Teacher Guide 
contains: 

•	 Introduction to the Get Happier School Project 

•	 Lesson plans 

•	 Mindfulness Activities

The Amazing Adventures of Doug Dragster Story & Audio Book
This book is the foundational resource of the entire Get Happier Project. This illustrated chapter book 
follows the adventures of Doug and his friends as they navigate some of life’s most difficult choices and 
discover the secrets to ‘Get Happier’. Within the novel, you will find three stories in one book!

Get Happier in Action Resources

Guided practice 
continued

• You may find mind mapping an effective process to help students 
explore ideas.

• Complete the activities on the page with the class.  Lead the 
discussion, but encourage the class to participate and share 
their responses. Keep the discussion relaxed and free from 
anything that may restrict your student’s creativity. 

• Ask each class member their favourite project idea and write 
the ideas on the board (keep a list of the project ideas for the 
next class). 

Evaluation • Ask the class to provide examples of when other students 
were on the Open Roads (for example when a student listened, 
encouraged, showed respect etc).

• Say: Next week we will be picking which ideas we will use for 
our projects. 

10© Ivan Honey and Associates Pty Ltd 2017  DOUG DRAGSTER™

Lesson Plan 11:  
Let’s Make Your Plan!

Objective • To create individual plans to get the Team Action Plans done. Materials • The Get Happier Project In Action Teacher Guide• The Get Happier Project In Action Student Project Book 
(students workbook)

Connection • Ask the class: Who remembers what we are going to do for our 
project today? (provide a reminder if necessary)Explicit instruction • Say: Today we are going to work on individual plans to get our 

Action plans completed. Sometimes you might be working 
individually on these or sometimes you might be working with 
other team members. These are the actions we have agreed to 
do for our team so that our team can complete its part of the 
project. 

• Ask the students to get out their copies of The Get Happier 
Project In Action Project Book and to break into their teams. Guided practice • Ask each team to pick a new leader for the week. (move around 

the teams and assist them to do this if required).• Say: Your leader’s job this week is to lead the discussion with 
your team to complete your individual plans. You can find these 
on Page 8 of your workbooks. 

• Move around the teams and assist them to complete the steps 
as required).

Evaluation • Review together as a team to be certain that someone is taking 
responsibility for each part of the group plan.• Say: Next week everyone will start the first step of their plan.

17
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Lesson Plan 13:  

Project Completion

Objective
To evaluate and celebrate all the teams completed projects. 

Materials
• The Get Happier Project In Action Teacher Guide

• The Get Happier Project In Action Student Project Book 

(students workbook)

Connection 
• Say: We have turned our ideas into plans and run and completed 

every project. Great work teams! We are up to the evaluation 

part of Project Management. 

Explicit instruction • Ask the class to get out their workbooks and break into their 

teams. 

• Say: Now that we have finished our project we need to evaluate 

our efforts. 

Guided practice
• Ask each team to pick a new leader for the week. 

• Say: Now that you have finished your project your leader’s job 

this week is to lead the discussion and organize team members 

to produce a report about project. You can find the template for 

the report on Pages 11 and 12 of your workbooks. 

Independent 

practice

• Say: Go to pages 13 and 14 of your workbooks to complete your 

individual evaluation forms. 

Evaluation
• Remind the class that their projects may have changed from 

their first ideas and that is okay. Sometimes we discover new, 

different or better ways of doing things as we work. Sometimes 

things don’t work out at all and that is okay too, because it helps 

us to learn how to do things better.

• Collect each team’s and the individual reports and send them to 

the Get Happier Project so that student can be sent a Certificate 

for completing the course.  To wrap up you may like to celebrate 

with your class. 

19
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Illustrated by Mat Jones
IVAN HONEY

The Amazing Adventures of
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The Get Happier In Action Student Project Book  
(students workbook)

This is the project book that your students will use to  create, plan and evaluate their group and individual 
plans. This project book takes the students step by step through the process of project management .

Resources to Print 

The Get Happier Project Framework 

Open and Dead End Road Posters

Magic Questions Poster

7© Ivan Honey and Associates Pty Ltd 2017  DOUG DRAGSTER™

Let’s make a Team Action Plan continued...

Order of each team member’s job Start 
date

End 
date 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

17
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I know how to get happier!(Mark on the line below where you think you score)

I am travelling on the Open Roads(Mark on the line below where you think you score)

OPEN ROADS

2
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Let’s choose an Idea (Matches with Lesson 5)

1. What part of a project to you enjoy doing the most?

 
Yes

No

Doing / hands on activities

Planning / thinking activities

Writing up / illustrating activities

Supporting / helping others 

2. Write down the project you would like to work on.

1st Choice .............
..............

..............
..............

..............
..............

..............
..............

......

2nd Choice .............
..............

..............
..............

..............
..............

..............
..............

......

3rd Choice .............
..............

..............
..............

..............
..............

..............
..............

......

3. Write down who is in your team and what they enjoy doing.

Team member 
Doing/

hands on 

activities

Planning/

thinking 

activities

Writing up/

illustrating 

activities

Supporting/

helping 

others

Teacher sign off .............
..............

..............
...........

©Ivan Honey & Associates Pty Ltd. 2017. DOUG DRAGSTER™
www.gethappier.net
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What do you want?

What are you doing?

Is what you are 

doing WORKING?

What are your options?

What is your plan?

Magic Questions

22
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Get Happier in Action Resources

ENCOURAGING
ROAD

I’m 

getting 

better 

everyday

I focus o
n doing my best, a

nd take no
tice of 

how much I hav
e improved.

I notice 
when othe

rs need help.

I look fo
r the go

od things in
  

my life and
 I celebr

ate them
. 

ENCOURAGING

ROAD

I will do something to
 encoura

ge myself, 

and something to
 encoura

ge someone els
e!

Affirmations

Plan for g
etting on

 the Open Road 
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All parents have access to the digital 
download of Ivan Honey’s number 1 
Amazon bestseller, Happy Parenting: 
Raising Positive and Empowered Kids.

This practical, easy to read book includes 
links to YouTube, visualisations, strategies 
and downloads of the chart used by the 
school, teachers and children.

Happy Parenting teaches the framework 
used by The Get Happier School program.

Happy Parenting
Raising Positive and Empowered Kids 

by Ivan Honey

Raising Positive and 
Empowered Kids

IVAN HONEY

HAPPY PARENTING

International Human Behaviour 
Specialist, Psychologist, two times 

#1 Amazon Bestselling 
Author and founder of  

The Get Happier Project

From Frustrat
ed 

to Fantastic
 in just

 

Seven W
eeks!

A practica
l guide 

for bus
y parents 

BEST
SELLING

Includes free audio downloads

Get HapPieRGet HapPieR 
ProjecTProjecT

DOUG

TheThe

Another great resource  from

Strategies for Chapter 1

Now that you have seen the habits of The Dead End Roads and Open 

Roads, you have a simple choice; to travel The Dead End Roads or The Open Roads.

Changing to more regularly travel on the Open Roads will take time, but research tells us that 21 

days of focussed effort will begin to alter the neural pathways in your brain and you will develop 

a new set of habits. Of course, like all of us, you will at times slip back to the old habits.

When you find yourself on a Dead End Road, apologise quickly and move 

back to an Open Road. Your kids and friends will appreciate the fact that you are 

real, not perfect. You will start to catch yourself when you begin to blame, criticize or 

punish yourself, and immediately use one of the affirmations of The Open Roads (illustration 

1.2 Fact Sheet 2). An affirmation is a thought that you regularly repeat to yourself. Take action 

to move to an Open Road, and at the same time affirm what you are doing by saying to your 

self, ‘I always do what it takes to get happier!’ Get a copy of  The Get Happier Toolbox for great 

affirmations, visuals and strategies for using the Open Roads. www.gethappier.net

PUBLIC NOTICE - FACT SHEET 3

M
IN

ISTRY OF CARS

O
FFICIAL FACT S

HEE
T

THE 
DEAD END ROADS

Noticing all the things that don’t seem right 

and talking about it a lot. Putting myself or 

others down when things don’t work. CRITICISING

Finding fault with ourselves and others. 

Making it someone else’s fault. 
BLAMING

Hurting ourselves or 
others if we don’t get 
what we want. 

PUNISHING

Telling people how we will hurt 

them if they don’t do what we 

want. Bullying others. 
THREATENING

Trying to get what we want by saying the same 

thing over and over and over and over...NAGGING

Whining or grumbling to ourselves or others 

when we can’t get what we want. COMPLAINING

Getting what we want by 
offering rewards and bribes. BRIBING

Don’t 
listen to Sam. 

These are my 

favourite roads.
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PUBLIC NOTICE - FACT SHEET 2

M
IN

ISTRY OF CARS

O
FFICIAL FACT S

HEE
T

THE 
OPEN ROADS

Accept yourself and your own special gifts. It’s 

then easier to accept others and appreciate their 

differences. We all make mistakes but REMEMBER 

YOU ARE GREAT NO MATTER WHAT! 
ACCEPTING

If there are problems don’t get upset. WORK IT 

OUT! Ask yourself ‘What do I want?’ Find out what 

the other person wants. Then work together to find 

a way of getting some of what you both NEED.
NEGOTIATING

Trust yourself and listen to your feelings. You are 

the expert on you. Be true to who you are. Check 

that you and others are following Sid’s Racing 

Team Road Rules and GO FOR IT!
TRUSTING

Listen to what your body and feelings are telling 

you. Learning to listen to yourself makes it easier 

to listen to others. YOU LEARN SO MUCH WHEN 

YOU LISTEN!
LISTENING

Focus on doing your best and notice how much you 

have improved. Notice when others might need a 

boost. Look for the good things in life and celebrate 

them!
ENCOURAGING

Always care for yourself and others. Value your 

special gifts and enjoy how everyone is different. 

The road is full of roadsters, 4WD’s, limos, monster 

trucks, dragsters and more!
RESPECTING

The greatest friend you can ever have is YOURSELF! 

So always be kind to yourself.  Be the best you can 

be and helpful to others. SUPPORTING
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From Doug Dragster’s Magic Book

chapter 3 

The 5 Most Powerful 
Ways to Motivate, 
Manage and Inspire.

What is my source of energy and power?

The Engine

The Engine.... 
knowing how your brain works.

“When you know the real cause of your children’s behaviour, you don’t waste time reacting to the symptoms.” 
Ivan Honey

24
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External 
Control 

Psychology
Behaviour i s 
caused by 
things and  

people outside  
of us.

Reward and  
Punishmen t.
A quick fi x.

Controlling 
Behaviours

Blaming
Criticisin g

Complainin g
Rewarding to  

Control
Threateni ng
Punishing
Nagging

BOSS 
Parenting

“I’m in charge,so d o 
what I say. ”
Focuses on 
compliance,  

motivation and  
control .

“Just do what I 
want or else !”

Driven by shor t 
term gains .

The Psychology 
of Choice

Behaviour is internal  
choice.

All behaviour i s 
chosen.

Relationship and  
influence .

Understanding the  
basic needs.

Connecting 
Behaviours

Listening
Supporting
Encouragin g
Negotiati ng
Respecting
Accepting
Trusting

GET HAPPIER 
Parenting

“Let’s work this out  
together .”

Focus on helpin g 
children learn the  

skills for a happy and  
responsible life .

Create an 
environment wher e 
everyone can meet  

their need s.
Responsibility i s 
shared by bot h 

parent and child .

Do Nothing 
Psychology

No clear 
understanding or  

theory about  
behaviour .
Lacking i n 
awareness.
Uncaring .

Too busy doin g 
other things .

Don’t Care 
Behaviours

Ignore
Avoid Responsibili ty
Avoid Accountabili ty

Limited Visi on
Avoid Confli ct

Avoid Ownersh ip
She’ll be righ t 

mate!

PERMISSIVE
Parenting
“Just do 

whatever you  
want.”

Anything goes, no  
clear focus, no  

boundaries, 
avoids making  

decisions, head in  
the sand, not my  

problem.
Children are in  

charge!

Psychology

Chosen 
Behaviours

Parenting 
Styles

GetGet HapPHapP
ParentingParenting

chapter 1 

Connect or Disconnect 

How do I create gre
at 

relationships and feel 

good about myself?

The Open and Dead 

End Roads

The Open Roads:  

The 7 Most Effective Ways to 

Connect with Your Kids

The Dead End Roads:  

The 7 Habits Guaranteed to  

Destroy Your Relationships

“If everyone could learn that what is right for 

me does not make it right for anyone else, the 

world would be a much happier place.” 

Dr William Glasser

7
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To familiarise staff with the scope, content and sequence of 
the program, it is necessary for everyone to understand the 

framework and have read the following resources: 

1. The Amazing Adventures of Doug Dragster  storybook

2. The Get Happier Travel Journal

3. The Magic Book

4. The Get Happier Toolbox and instruction book, and

5. ‘Happy Parenting- Raising Positive and Empowered Kids’ 
eBook by Ivan Honey 

These easy to read resources, along with the comprehensive 
Teacher Guides provide the foundation for the entire program.

Introduction to the Program for Schools
conducted by a Get Happier facilitator over 1-2 days (or as negotiated)

For more detail:
contact Ivan at 

The Get Happier School Program 

PO Box 126, Strathfieldsaye Vic. 3551

Email: admin@ivanhoney.com

Mobile: 0413 239 391 or +61 3 5439 5551

Website: www.gethappier.net

Contact Details
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